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Please observe the following precautions when using this product: 

·This is a precise instrument. Install and store it where the following normal life 

conditions are kept:  

temperature (10~40℃), humidity (30~85%) and atmospheric pressure 

(70~106kPa). 

·Don’t expose this instrument directly to the sun. 

·This instrument must be installed in a level and stable place to operate 

smoothly. Don’t put anything on this instrument. 

·Before using this instrument, connect all the cords correctly. 

·Use a power supply within the range of ±10% of the rated voltage (50/60 Hz). 

·Turn off the power when this instrument is not used.  

 

1. COMPONENT NAMES AND FUCTIONS 

1.1 Main Body 
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Figure 1 

1) Examination window……….The patient’s eyes are observed through the 

window, and display lenses are sent here. 

 

2）Near vision illumination……Light up when near vision test, light off when far 

vision test.  

 

3）Corneal aligning windows……The position of patient’s cornea can be 

observed through the window. 

 

4）Forehead rest knob……………Adjust the forehead position. 

 

5）Near-point rod holder………….The near-point rod is inserted and attached 

here. 

 

6）Near-point rod clamp screw…..Fix the near-point rod. 

 

7）Level……………………………Indicated the level position. 

 

8）Leveling knob………………….Levels the instrument body. 

 

9）Forehead rest magnet………….Fix the face shield. 

 

10）Forehead rest…………………The patient’s forehead rests here. 

 

11）Cornea alignment scale………Measures the cornea vertex position. 
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1.2 Accessories 

 

Figure 2 

12）Face shield (2 pcs.)………..Attached to the instrument to put the patient’s 

face in place. 

 

13）Dust cover…………………Covers and protects the instrument body from 

dust and dirt during storage. 

 

14）Forehead rest (2 pcs.) ……. The patient’s forehead rests here. Detachable 

by a touch, use one while the other is being 

sterilized. 

 

15）Near-point rod……………The card holder is attached at the near point 

examination position. 

 

16）Card holder…………………The near-point card is attached. 

 

17）Instruction manual………… Describes instructions about handling the 

instrument 

 

18）Near-point card…………….. Contains the near-point chart. 
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1.3 Power Unit 

 
 Figure 3 

 

The function of the sockets  

ACP Used to connect to the extensive emitting unit.  

RM Used to connect to the Auto refractometer 

TL Used to connect to the Auto lensmeter 

KB Used to connect to the dial controller. 

CV Used to connect to the MAIN BODY. 

 

WARNING 

To avoid potential danger, do not remove the power unit. 

 

2. PREPARATIONS 

2.1 Assembly Of The Near Point Distance Meter 

 

Insert the card holder in the top end of the near-point rod. The card holder is 

designed to slide along the rod. As shown in the illustration, insert the 

near-point card in the spring attached to the card holder. 
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Card holder

Near point card

Near point distance meter

 

Figure 4 

 

Next, insert the near-point rod into the near-point rod mount and firmly fasten 

with the set screw. When not in use, hold it upright as shown in the next 

illustration. 

 

 

Figure 5 

  

To avoid injury due to contact, do not 

bring the face close to the near-point rod. 

 

 

2.2 Attaching The Face Shield And Forehead Rest 

Attach the face shield, as shown in the illustration. The face shield is fixed by 

properly mating it with the face shield magnet. 
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Figure 6 

 

To remove the forehead rest, see it from a side, turn it up and pull off. 

To mount the forehead rest, reversely follow the remove procedure. 

 
Figure 7 

2.3 Level Adjustment 

Before using, make sure the main body is level. If the bubble is not between 

two lines, make it level by operating the leveling knob.

 

2.4 Corneal Aligning Device 

The forehead rest move back and forth by turning the forehead rest knob. 

With the patient’s forehead set to the forehead rest, look through the cornea 

aligning window from about 25cm apart. 
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Illumination

Examiner's eye

Approx. 25cm
Collimator

Scale Patient's eye

13.75mm position

12mm position

 

Figure 8 

Look at the patient’s eye so that long lines of collimator and scale are aligned, 

as shown in the illustration. 

If the eye comes on the long line, the spherical power of eyeglass lens is 

measured at 12mm from the cornea surface. Short lines are given at 2mm 

intervals from the long line. 

The dotted line is 13.75mm from the cornea surface. For example, if the 

cornea surface is 4mm away (on the second short line from the long line), the 

spherical power of eyeglass lens is measured at a position of 12+4=16mm. If 

the eyeglass wearing distance and the measuring distance is different, 

correction the Forehead rest knob as show in figure 1 

 

2.5 Near Point Card 

When the patient wears multi-focal lenses, the eyeglass spherical power is 

measured at a near distance. 

Bring down the near-point rod. If the near-point rod is almost level, the position 

is the measuring position. 

The scale of the near-point rod is graduated in cm and inch unit. 

Value matching both end lines of the card holder indicate the distance between 

the eye and the card. 
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40

45

 

Set the desired target on the near-point card attached to the card holder. 

To set the target, turn the rotary part at the bottom part of the card. The target 

appears in the sight window. Target number of the near-point card and 

contents:

10 Presbyopia

Sight window

Target name on patient sideTarget number display

 

 

 

1 40cm target VA20/50~20/20 

2 Target for presbyopia 

3 Target for horizontal line 

4 Target for horizontal line (40cm 

target VA20/20) 

5 Target for presbyopia (thin 

lines) 

6 40cm target VA20/200~20/60 

7 Target for astigmatism 

8 40cm target VA20/20 

9 Target for vertical line 

10 67cm target VA20/200~20/20

 

3. Button function in control panel  
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Button area divided into three parts from the function in control panel: menu 

and auxiliary function key area, testing key area, vision diagram key area. 

Button   in the menu and auxiliary function key area is as a key 

combination, to implement the second function of some keys. Introduction to 

LCD will be detailed in the next section 

 

3.1 menu and auxiliary function key area 

is for print. It is effective when the screen is measurement screen, print 

content detail determined by print setting when environment variables. 

* + ：when the screen is measurement interface, quickly reset the 

operation board and machine status. 

 

button：when the screen is testing screen, quickly display/hide vision chart 

screen. 

button：open/close keystone. 

* + ：when the screen is testing interface, enter into the menu 

screen.  

button：combination key 
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3.2 Testing key area 

： right eye selection 

In the screen of testing, enter this button, open right eye, cover the left eye, 

and set current driving board as the right eye testing mode.  

In under-defined screen, enter this button, set current step as right eye mode 

* + ：in the screen of testing screen, close/open right eye, will not 

change the mode of testing eye.  

：Left eye selection 

In the screen of testing, enter this button, open left eye, cover the right eye, 

and set current driving board as left eye testing mode.  

In under-defined screen, enter this button, set current step as left eye mode. 

* + ：in the screen of testing screen, close/open right eye, will not 

change the mode of testing eye.  

：binocular option button 

In the screen of testing, enter this button, open two eyes, set current driving 

board as binocular testing mode.   

In under-defined screen, enter this button, change binocular /right and left eye 

mode. 

* + ：in the screen of testing screen, close/open two eyes at the 

same time, will not change the mode of testing eye.  

：increase the value of current testing value. 

：decrease the value of current testing value. 

 ：In the screen of testing, if not insert cross cylinder, it cover the left 

eye automatically, and then insert right cross cylinder, set the dial of right eye 

testing, and set cross cylinder as side [1] . 
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 In the screen of testing, if insert cross cylinder, then set cross cylinder as 

side [1] . 

 In under-defined screen, set current auxiliary lens as cross cylinder, testing 

eye mode is right left, and the testing parameter is axis.  

 ：In the screen of testing, if not insert cross cylinder, it cover the right 

eye automatically, and then insert right cross cylinder, set the current right eye 

testing screen, and then set[1]. 

In the screen of testing, if insert cross cylinder, then set cross cylinder as[2].  

 In under-defined screen, set current auxiliary lens as cross cylinder, testing 

eye mode is right left, and the testing parameter is axis. 

[DIAL]：In the screen of testing, alter the value of current testing item. 

Clockwise rotation: decrease the value of the current item. 

Counterclockwise rotation: increase the value of the current item. 

In under-defined screen, set as the alteration of the data. 

 [SET]： 

In the screen of testing, if it is under the standard program or under-defined 

program, it will executive the next step automatically;* + [SET]: back to 

the previous step.  

In under-defined screen saver the editing content, and then enter to the next 

step to edit. 

*  +[SET]： save the editing content, and return to the previous step 

program editor. 

 

In the screen of testing screen,*  +[SET]：enter into the calibration 

program. After calibrated, restart the machine. 

3.3 Vision diagram key area： 

：to add the charts of red/green background. 
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 * + ：When external vision chart display is LCD, it can show the 

reverse color. 

 ：Enter/cancel single-line display mode. 

 * + ：Enter/cancel single-row display mode 

 ：Enter/cancel single chart mode. 

 ： 

If the current vision figure in a single line/single display mode, it will show the 

corresponding icon above the chart. If icon is on the first line of the current 

vision chart, then switch to the previous chart in the same type, and keep the 

eye cover mode the same. 

If the current vision figure in a single row/ without eye cover/red/green mode, 

the switch to the previous chart in the same type, and keep the eye cover 

mode the same. 

 

： 

If the current vision figure in a single line/single display mode, it will show the 

corresponding icon under the chart. If icon is on the bottom line of the current 

vision chart, then switch to the next chart in the same type, and keep the eye 

cover mode the same. 

If the current vision figure in a single row/ without eye cover/red/green mode, 

the switch to the next chart in the same type, and keep the eye cover mode the 

same. 

 

： 

If the current vision figure in a single display mode, it will show the 

corresponding icon left the chart. If icon is the first row first line of the current 

vision chart, then switch to the previous chart in the same type, and keep the 

eye cover mode the same. 

If the current vision figure in a single line mode, position shift to the left row, 

, and keep the eye cover mode the same. 

If the current vision figure in a without eye cover/red/green cover mode, the 

switch to the single-row mode. 

 

* + ：Switch letter/animal/figure/gap circle chart 
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： 

If the current vision figure in a single display mode, it will show the 

corresponding icon right the chart. If ICONS is in the bottom right corner of the 

current vision chart, then switch to the next chart in the same type, and keep 

the eye cover mode the same. 

 If the current vision figure in a single row and eye cover mode, position 

shift to the right and keep the eye cover mode the same. 

 

 If the current vision figure in a without eye cover/red/green cover mode, the 

switch to the single-row mode.  

* + ：Switch letter/animal/figure/gap circle chart 

 

 

 

4. Touch screen and function introduction 

4.1 Basic testing interface and function introduction 
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Figure4.1 introduction of main testing interface block 

1)  Current data source display 

Display the status of the current detection interface data sources. 

2) PD value display and PD test button 

Display the current PD value of the two eyes. If not under PD detection mode, 

press this button, then enter into the PD detection mode; if the current is under 

in PD detection mode, press this button, exit PD detection mode. Detailed 

please find 4.2.1.  

3)  The distance adjust button 

Display the current near-far status, click here to switch the near- far mode. If 

the current is in a far vision mode, it display far vision, click to switch the near 

vision mode; If it is under near vision mode, it display near vision, click to 

switch far vision mode. Detailed please find 4.2.2. 

4) Auxiliary data help information area 

Display and switch auxiliary data, help information. Detailed please find 4.2.3. 

5) Measure area 

The main area of the basic testing interface. Detailed please finds 4.2.4. 

6) Current chart 

Display the current chart and the cover chart status, click the chart, and enter 

into the option menu. 

7) Auxiliary lends of the right and left eyes 

Display the current auxiliary lens of right and left eye, click the button of left 

auxiliary lens, choose left auxiliary lens menu. Click the button of right auxiliary 

lens, choose right auxiliary lens menu. 

8) Auxiliary function area 

According to the current testing mode, display different auxiliary function 

buttons. Detailed please find 4.2.5. 

9) Load initialize program option button 

Click this button, choose and hide the initialize program options. 

10) Switch of Prism and VA 
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Switch the main test area, display VA + ADD and status of a prism 

11) Option button of data source 

Switch the mode of current date source, detailed please find 4.2.6. 

 

4.2 Basic testing interface zone and function description 

 

4.2.1 PD testing button and PD testing mode 

 

The key to realize two functions: display the current eyes PD and enter, exit 

pupil distance measurement mode. When entering the PD measurement mode, 

the automatic test program is for binoculars PD mode. 

 

Enter the PD measurement mode: 

 

Under PD measurement mode, the main area will display PD testing project. 

Blue highlight can input the value to change. Right and left eyes auxiliary 

lenses will be automatically inserted the PD measure lenses, VD observation 

lamp will automatically open .Auxiliary button area display the option of VD 

observation lamp. It can turn the driving plate, or switch the button+, - to adjust 

the PD. 
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Figure 4.2 main test interface into PD measurement mode 

 

Exit PD measurement mode 

In PD measurement mode, click the PD test button, or click any button of the 

S/ A/C on the main testing interface, it will exit PD measurement mode. PD 

measuring lens automatically cut out, VD observation lamp also shut down 

automatically. 

 

4.2.2 Distance switch button 

 

The key to realize two functions:  switch distance measuring mode and 

display the current far and near point detection. 

 

Switch distance measuring mode: 

Choose the far or near point detection. After the data is cleared, far point 

measurement mode will be selected automatically.  

 

Show the current way of testing:  
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 Near point measurement mode display：  

 Far point measurement mode display：  

 

*If the current mode is far vision detection, switch to the near vision detection 

mode, if not taken near vision detection before, it will automatically copy S + 

ADD, C, A degree in far point vision to the S, C, A degree in near vision 

detection mode; If the near point detection mode has been completed, will not 

copy. 

*If the current mode is far point detection, switch to the near vision detection 

mode, if not adjusted PD value in the near vision detection mode, it will 

calculate corresponding PD value with PD value according to the far vision 

mode; If completed the PD adjustment in the near point detection, which it's 

irrelevant. 

 

4.2.3 Auxiliary data, help information display field  

Data and the help buttons are use for switch the current display status. If 

current display is auxiliary data, the data button is in press state, and the help 

button is in pop-up state; If the current displays help information, and the data 

button in pop-up state, help button in pressed state. 

 

4.2.4 Inspection data display area 

As the basic core area of the interface. There are two main status: display 

prism test project status and VA + ADD testing project status. 

 

 

Figure4.3 detecting data area of the prism project 

1) Display area of the sphere of right eye and detection mode selection button 

for sphere of right eye 
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2) Detection mode selection button of right and left sphere eye 

3) Display area of the sphere of left eye and detection mode selection button 

for sphere of left eye 

4) Display area of the cylinder of right eye and detection mode selection button 

for cylinder of right eye 

5) Detection mode selection button of right and left cylinder eye 

6) Display area of the cylinder of left eye and detection mode selection button 

for cylinder of left eye 

7) Display area of the right eye axis degree and detection mode selection 

button of axis of right eye 

8) Detection mode selection button of axis 

9) Display area of the left eye axis degree and detection mode selection button 

of axis of left eye. 

 

10, 11, 12,13,14,15 is for repeated use area. Under the prism project displays 

status, reuse of prism XY model and polar coordinates mode. XY model and 

polar coordinates Mode switch 

Through auxiliary function buttons. 

10) Display area of the right eye prism degree and horizontal prism detecting 

mode selection 

/ value display area of polar coordinates Mode and detection mode selection 

for right eyes           

11) Horizontal prism detecting mode selection / detection mode selection in 

polar coordinates mode for binoculus. 

12) Display area of the left eye prism degree and horizontal prism detecting 

mode selection 

/ value display area of polar coordinates Mode and detection mode selection 

for left eye 

13) Display area of the right eye vertical prism degree and vertical prism 

detecting mode selection 
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/ value display area of polar coordinates Mode and detection mode selection 

for right eyes 

14) Binoculus vertical prism degree detection mode selection 

/ detecting mode selection of polar coordinates Mode 

15) Display area of the left eye vertical prism degree and vertical prism 

detecting mode selection 

/ value display area of polar coordinates Mode and detection mode selection 

for left eyes 

 

Figure 4.4 ADD+VA detecting data area 

16)  Right eye ADD display area and ADD detecting mode selection 

17)  Binoculars ADD detecting mode selection 

18)  Left eye ADD display area and ADD detecting mode selection 

*when enter in to ADD, the machine automatically Run automatically to the 

near point detection mode, low beam lights opens. 

*If current is ADD detecting project, click any button of S/C/A, it exit ADD 

detecting mode, the machine automatically Run automatically to the far point 

detection mode. 

19)  Right eye VA value display area and VA input mode selection 

20)   Binoculus VA detecting mode selection 

21)   Left eye VA value display area and VA input mode selection 

22)  

4.2.5 Auxiliary function button area 
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Figure 4.5 auxiliary function buttons 

Under the different detection mode, the auxiliary function button will display 

different content and have different functions. 

Sphere testing mode: 

Function 

button 
display Operation content 

F1 0.25D Set the sphere step as 0.25dptr。 

F2 0.5D Set the sphere step as 0.5dptr。 

F3 1D Set the sphere step as 1dptr。 

F4 3D Set the sphere step as 3dptr。 

F5 blank  

Cylinder testing mode: 

Function 

button 
display Operation content 

F1 -/+ Change the cylinder -/+display mode 

F2 blank  

F3 blank  

F4 blank  

F5 blank  

  

 

Cylinder axis testing mode: 

 

Function 

button 
display Operation content 

F1 0 Set the cylinder step as 0。 
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F2 45 Set the cylinder step as 45。 

F3 90 Set the cylinder step 90。 

F4 135 Set the cylinder step 135。 

F5 A(1)or A（5） Change the cylinder step between 1。~5。 

 Prism testing mode: 

（H,V,R）： 

Function 

button 
display Operation content 

F1 0.5 Set the prism step as 0.5Δ 

F2 1 Set the prism step as 1Δ 

F3 XY/Rθ 
change prism display between the x, y axis and 

polar coordinates axis 

F4 clear Clear the specified prism value 

F5 blank  

 

Prism testing mode（θ）： 

Function 

button 
display Operation content 

F1 1 Set the prism step as 1。 

F2 5 Set the prism step as 5。 

F3 XY/Rθ 
change prism display between the x, y axis and 

polar coordinates axis 

F4 clear Clear the specified prism value 

F5 blank  

 

4.2.6 Data source selection buttons 

 

NC: the naked eye vision detection mode. In this mode, all the lenses value is 

withdraw input VA values. 

TL: call out the data of lens meter. You can choose the data import to CV, and 

switch to the CV test mode. 
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RM: call out the data of auto refractometer. You can choose the data import to 

CV, and switch to the CV test mode. 

CV: call out CV data. 

FC: final data. Copy the CV data to FC, according to the needs and experience, 

adjust the final data. 

 

4.3 Sub Interface function introduction 

It includes testing auxiliary sub interface and set sub interface. 

Inspection auxiliary sub interface mainly through call out from basic detecting 

surface. Mainly includes: EXE21 select sub interface, auxiliary lens selector 

interface, visual figure interface, classification vision chart selection interface. 

Set interface into the main menu interface need to under the basic testing 

interface, after entering, with a specifically key to call out. Mainly includes: the 

main menu interface, environment variable Settings interface and time 

Settings interface, un-defined program Settings interface. 

 

4.3.1 Visual figure interface selection 

 Into the vision char interface has two ways: under the basic testing 

interface, click the current vision chart display area; in an under-defined 

program Settings interface, click the vision chart display area. 

 

Figure 4.6 vision chart selection sub interface  

1) Far point icon. Click the below key, external projection device will display 

the corresponding visual chart, and set the registered auxiliary lens. In the 

non- preview mode, will be automatically returned to the basic test or a 

un-defined program editing interface; In preview mode, at position 4, show 

the detailed content of vision chart. 
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2) Confirm the back key in Preview mode. Display In preview state, click the 

button, switch the currently selected vision chart 4, and back to the basic 

test interface or un-defined program editing interface. 

3) Does not change the selected current vision chart, back to the basic test 

interface or un-defined program editing interface. 

4) Display details of the currently selected vision chart. 

5) Change the preview/non- preview state 

6) close and open external display/projection device. 

7) Near point additional lenses testing. Press the icon button; automatically 

enter to the near point, near point crossed cylindrical lens inserted into the 

front of the eyes. 

8) Near point vision test chart. Press the icon button; automatically enter to            

the near point mode.  

* Under the vision chart selection interface, if the current external projector is 

LCD, press [SET] key to enter LCD's Settings menu, press [SET] key 

repeatedly to switch SET , through the direction keys to change the current 

Settings. 

 

4.3.2 Auxiliary lens selector sub-interface 

There are two ways for Auxiliary lens selection export the data: under the basic 

testing interface, click on the left/right eye auxiliary lens display area; in an 

un-defined program editing interface, click on the left/right eye auxiliary lens 

display area.  

  

 See lens in details PLS find appendix 1. 

 

Figure4.7  far point right eye auxiliary lens selecting interface 
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Figure4.8  far point left eye auxiliary lens selecting interface  

 

 

Figure 4.9  Near point right eye auxiliary lens selecting interface  

 

 

Figure 4.10 Near point left eye auxiliary lens selecting interface 
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 Click the lens key, will change the current lens inserted in the CV - 7200 

auxiliary lens state. And back to the basic test interface or un-defined program 

editing interface. Click back button, will not make any change to return to the 

previous interface. 

 

4.3.3 EXE select sub-surface 

 Under the basic testing interface, export the program selection menu, click 

,callout EXE21 program select sub-interface.  

 

Figure 4.11 EXE21 program select sub-interface 

 

 Click the required procedures, directly back to the main testing interface, 

callout the preset test Settings. 

 

4.3.4 Classification vision chart rapid selecting interface 

 

The sub-interface will automatically list and select the same type chart 

according to the current selected chart. 

Under the main test interface, press  button on the panel, callout the 

Classification vision chart and rapidly choose preset sub-interface, then click 

again, withdraw the Classification vision chart and rapidly choose preset 

sub-interface. 
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Figure 4.12  Classification vision chart and rapidly choose preset sub-interface and 

current diagram(Chart projector version) 

 

Click the Classification vision chart, is the same as click the far point vision 

chart under the sub-surface directly back to the main testing interface, callout 

the preset test Settings.  

 

4.3.5 Main menu interface 

 Under the basic test interface, press + button on the panel，callout 

the main menu interface. 

 

Figure 4.13 main menu interface 
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button Operation content 

Environment setup Enter to the Environment variable 

interface to set 

Time setup Enter to time set interface to set 

Program setup Enter to preset program editing 

selected interface to set 

SHIFT+SET Enter to touch screen to calibrate 

back Back to main test interface 

 

4.3.6 Environment variable set up interface 

 Under the main menu interface, click on the "environment Settings" button, 

enter the environment variable Settings interface. 

 

Figure 14 Environment variable set up interface 

1. Set the options bar. Choose and set the detailed environment variable 

value, will display different projects according to the choice 2. 

2. Set the options selection area. Select environment variable values need to 

change, and shows the specific options in the right setting options bar. 

3. Variable value explanation area. Briefly explain the content of the 
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environment variable . 

*if there is change to the "external projection device selection", when you back 

to previsou menu ,will show button of save restart or give up save.  

 

4.3.7 time set interface 

 Under the main menu interface, click on the "time setting" button, enter the 

time setting interface. Time shows according to the system 24 hours a day. 

Year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds respectively set through 

corresponding key .Click on the corresponding button, will pop up input digital 

interface. After Setted, press "save" button, save the current time Settings and 

return to the main menu interface, if click "exit" button, will not keep the current 

time Settings 

 

Figure 4.15 time set interface 

4.3.8 Preset program selected interface 

 Under the main menu, click on the "program Settings" button, enter the 

preset program selected interface. Total five defined programs as well as a 

standard program option. Click on any one of the button, enter into the 

program step interface. 

 

4.3.9 Program list interface 

 

Brief display the every step content , click on the corresponding steps, directly 

into the corresponding steps to edit interface. Choose defined program and 

standard program, different operating option.  
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Figure 4.16 defined Program step list interface 

 

Figure 4.17 standard Program step list interface 

 Standard program steps list display has no "remove" button. "program 1", " 

program2”, "program 3", "program 4", " program5” ,the corresponding standard 

program steps is copied to the corresponding defined program, and switch the 

interface to the defined program step list interface. 
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4.3.10 defined program editing interface 

 

In the program step list interface, click on any step, will enter into a defined 

program editing interface 

 

 

Figure 4.18 defined program editing interface 

 

button Operation content 

1 Set to change data source 

2  Set to change detecting eyes 

3 Set to change the detecting items 

4 Set to change if join cross cylinder lens  

5 Set to change auxiliary fog value 

6 Not save the current modification, back to step list 

interface 

7 save the current modification, back to step list interface 

8 Delete the current step, show next content 

9 Save the current content, as a new step to insert the next 

step 

10 Show the current modification, and turn to the next 
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content 

11 save the current modification, back to the previous step 

12 Display the current selected left eye auxiliary lenses, call 

out the auxiliary lens selection interface  

13 Display the current selected right eye auxiliary lenses, 

call out the auxiliary lens selection interface 

14 Display the current selected vision chart, call out the 

vision chart selecting sub-interface 

 

5．Device operation 

5.1 Preparation 

5.2 Mode selection 

 Environment variable Settings the interface, select the start mode setting 

 

Figure5.1 start mode setting 

 

The factory setting default as the standard program. Program 1 to 

program5 as user-defined program. If you select "no", it will enter into the 

manual setting test project and order by optometrist after open the machine. 

    If under the process of detection, need to temporary load preset program, 
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it through the button in the main testing interface in LCD panel, then 

choose the required program. After entering any program, every click [SET], 

the program will be automatically performing the next step. Press [SHIFT] + 

[SET], can back to the previous step program. 

We suggest optometrist can set program in advance according to the different 

types of customers, are stored in "program 1" to "5" program separately. It only 

need to callout the corresponding program, it can greatly improve efficiency. 

About programming content, will be introduced in 5.8 

 

 We will exemplify the operation process when open the machine and 

Choose start mode of "no". 

A customer buy glasses, always complain of poor vision. 

Check firstly his eyeglasses value with lens meter 

 R：-1.00DS/-0.50DC X 90° 

 L：-1.25DS/0-0.50DC X 180° 

 PD=65mm 

Corrected vision is only around 0.7, but we can find the basic reason may be 

because of the original degree is not enough to cause vision to reduce, now is 

required a better glasses prescription. 

5.3 Test with fog 

5.3.1、set degree + 3.00 D by hand to Right eye sphere value . Because the 

customer the right eye degree is -1.00 D, plus + 3.00 D, become + 2.00 D. 

5.3.2、the value should be less than 0.1 at this time, project a vision icon by 

hand, then gradually adjust the degree, to reduce as per - 0.25 D, from +2.00D 

to + 1.75 D, then to + 1.50 D, until his sight value is about 0.5. 

5.3.3、call out radiation vision chart: 
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Figure5.2 radiation vision chart 

Ask customer "is there the mostly clear line can you see?" 

If the customer answers "look all the same", that means no astigmatism, finish 

the measurement. 

If the customer answer seems one line is particularly clear , then use 

30 °multiply  that small size number which of the clearest line, this value 

negative correction. 

For example:if the third line is the most clear to see,so it is 3X30°=90° 

Adjust astigmatism axis, and then adjust the astigmatism value, from 0.00 to 

-0.25, then to -0.50, until all the line is the same clear. 

5.3.4、as - 0.25 D a unit to adjust the sphere value.以-0.25D 

The customer is short sighted, sphere is -1.75 D, after roughly check, his 

degree values as shown below figure: 

 

Figure 5.3 testing chart of the customer  
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5.4 accurate astigmatism axis position and degree 

5.4.1. Select manually the point chart as following, crossed cylinders 

automatically used to the right; or call out the crossed cylinders from the 

auxiliary lens with single line chart, or enter or button directly to 

inset to crossed cylinders. Jump automatically to A, First take accurate 

measurement of astigmatism axis. 

 
Figure 5.4 point chart 

5.4.2. Accurate astigmatism axis. enter or to switch the two sides of 

crossed cylinders, ask the customer which side is more clearer, if under  

mode is more clearer, need to click the front button，if under  

mode is more clearer, need to click the front ，device will automatically 

adjust the astigmatism axis. then enter and buttons to repeat the 

steps before, until the 2 side is the similar clear, can know the accurate 

astigmatism axis value. 

 

5.4.3.accurate astigmatism value：after accurate the astigmatism axis, 

enter to accurate the astigmatism value（keep crossed cylinders 

status）.enter or to switch the two side of crossed cylinders,ask the 

customer which side is more clearer, if under  mode is more clearer, need 

to click the front ，if under  mode is more clearer, need to click the front 

button ，device will automatically adjust the astigmatism value. Then enter 

and  buttons to repeat the steps before, until the 2 side is the similar 
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clear, can know the accurate astigmatism value. 

Under the condition of Adjust astigmatism value, device can automatically link 

with sphere, it means: cylindrical lens change the 0.50 DC .sphere 

automatically change + / - 0.25 DS. 

The result：-0.50DC×100° 

5.4.4 After accurate astigmatism axis and value, enter any chart button 

or  crossed cylinders will automatically remove. 

 

5.5 Accurate sphere measurement to avoid any deviation 

(Test with red and green, if red/green test is not applicable to a customer, can 

determine whether there is bias according to the vision situation directly) 

Chart red/green ，ask the customer the letter in red/green which is 

more clear ,if customer says green, it means accurate too much, need to add 

sphere value of+0.25D.or enter green  button，device will automatically 

increase the value. then ask the customer again, if he answers red is clearer, it 

means accurate not enough, add -0.25D，or enter red button，device will 

automatically deduce the value。That means the actual value is between 

-1.50Dand -1.75D，According to the requirement and need of the customer to 

choose high or low. Screen displays at this time: 

 

 

Figure5.5 Precise sphere measurement interface 
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 conclusion：right eye： -1.50DS/-0.50DC×100° 

 next to test left eye。Close the right eye，not close the left eye。Step is 步 the 

same as right eye, the result of left eye： -2.00DS/-0.50DC×170° 

 In order to give customers a better eyesight condition, we need to do 

binoculus balance test. 

 

5.6 Binoculus balance test. 

(Test with polarization separation chart, also can according the sigle line chart 

coordinate prism to do balance test) 

5.6.1 The binocular projection screen, as below shown in the figure 

 

Figure 5.6 binoculus balance test. 

5.6.2 Customers see the top line of picture with right eye, bottom with left eye . 

If from top to bottom row is the same clear or fuzzy, it means that the 

binocular balance. If not like this, increase sphere+ 0.25D to the eye 

which is more clearer, supposed left eye increase +0.25D，it becomes 

-1.75DS 

Next choose the binocular mode, to do binocular fog，increase sphere   

+ 1.00to each eye on the basic of the tested value with drive plate. 

So now the value of the lens should be 

Right eye： -0.50DS/-0.50DC×100° 

Left eye： -0.75DS/-0.50DC×170° 

5.6.3 Increase -0.25D for each eye each time，until reach the accurate value. 

5.6.4 Cancel binocular cover, it shows at last： 
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Figure 5.7 result of binoculars balance test 

 

Right eye： -1.50DS/-0.50DC×100° 

Left eye： -1.75DS/-0.50DC×170° 

5.7 Heterophoria measurement 

First test horizontal heterophoria, select binocular mode, use the right eye lens 

selecting button and add the red Maddox to the right eye. 

Projection point icon, customers will see red vertical lines from right eye (figure 

26a), a lighting point from left eye (figure 26b). Two eyes blending images as 

shown in figure 26c or 26d. If as shown in 26d, then there is no or a blend low 

strabismus, no need to adjust a prism. if as shown in 26 c, use left eye prism 

button BI or BO around the mobile lighting, remind customer, when he saw the 

picture as shown in figure 26d, hit to stop, test for several times and get the 

average. 
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Figure 5.8 Heterophoria measurement chart 

Next to test the vertical heterophoria measurement. Select binocular mode, 

use the left eye lens selecting button and add the red Maddox to the left eye. 

Cancel the left eye cover. 

Customer will see a horizontal red line with left eye, a lighting point from right 

eye. Use right prism button to BU or BD to move up/down the lighting points. 

Remind customer, when he saw the horizontal line and lighting point ,hit to 

stop, test for several times and get the average. 

Until now, comes the result. 

If heterophoria degree is too big, need to correct with the glasses lens, in this 

case the customer is not very serious, so don't need to correct. 

The final result is: 

Left eye： -1.50DS/-0.50DC×100° 

Right eye： -1.75DS/-0.50DC×170° 

 

5.8 design user-defined optometry program 

According to 6.3.10 instruction, enter into user-defined optometry program 

interface. Here do not introduce the interface and button function again, please 

refer 6.3.10. Now use an example to introduce last optometry case: 

For example, during the accurate test process, it will use cross-Cylinder, 

we can suppose like as below:  

First, choose the  chart, and press the drive plate button, switch to 

“Cylinder”. Because it need use cross-Cylinder, so press , use 
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and  or press the scieropia degree button to add Cloud value. Finally, 

you will get the interface as below: 

 

 

Figure 5.9 The optometry program setting interface of last case 

 

 During the Use of Maddox to test heterophoria, you can set as this.  

 Firstly, choose pointolite, and then press “lens”, the display will show 

the auxiliary lens interface. 

 

 

Picture 5.10 The sketch map of choosing horizontal Maddox 
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    Press , it will automatically return to program design interface. 

Setting testing item as “horizontal prism”, and Measured eye as “binoculus”. 

And final display will as below picture: 

 

Picture 5.11 The program defined interface of heterophoria test. 

For the same reason, optometrist can set every optometry step in the program. 

If next time you need use the program, you can choose the corresponding 

program from the main testing interface. 

During the program setting process, after each optometry step, press [SET] 

button, the machine will automatically go to next program (press 

[SHIFT]+[SET], it can return to last optometry step). Setting project chart or 

choose auxiliary lens can improve  

Optometry efficiency 

6. Self-inspection and maintain. 

6.1 Trouble shooting 

When machine CV7200 doesn’t work, please try to eliminate the troubles 

according to the next chat. 
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symptom processing methods 

When switch on, the phoropter 

do not have any response. 

Make sure the power plug is on the 

socket 

Make sure the Ophthalmic Unit is switch 

on. 

Console display disappear 

suddenly 

The Console enter Screen saver mode. 

Touch the screen or press any button on 

the control panel, it will come back to 

normal display mode. 

  

Console penal button do not 

work 

It might work abnormally, pleas turn off 

the power and restart the machine. 

Press the print button but without 

responce. 

Please change the printer paper. 

Make sure the printer paper is installed 

properly.  

Touch screen click response 

position deviation 
Please do the calibration for Touch 

screen 

If you can not eliminate troubles with above ways, please contact with the 

distributor. 

 

6.2 Change the printer paper. 

When the red line appears on the printer paper, it shows the console does not 

have enough printers inside. Now you need to replace the printer paper. 

Please do not print under no printer paper situation, it will damage the print 

head. 

Do not tear the printer paper violently; it will cause the printer work abnormally 

or even break down the printer. 
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6.2.1Press the switch on the printer cover(as left picture) to open the printer 

cover. 

6.2.2 Take the remaining paper out.  

6.2.3 As the right picture show, put the new paper into the printer 

6.2.4 Put paper through the print mouth, then close the cover 

(Make sure the printer cover is closed, or the auto cutter will not work) 

6.3 Clean the inspection window 

    When fingerprint, oil of eyelashes or dust are sticky on the inspection 

window, accuracy of result will be influenced. Make sure that the inspection 

window is clean before inspection. If there has stain, please using soft and 

clean cloth to clean it. 

If there is water vapor condensation, please unload the mask, then unload 

the protection glass, clean it carefully. When unloading the protecting glass u 

have to use special screwdriver to unfix four screws. 

6.4 change fuse-link 

Warning 

turn off the electric power, pull the power line, then pull out the 

power outlet. At the same time, be care for the type of electric 

power, means pressure and current should be suitable。Type of 

fuse-link is F1AL250V. 
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7．Specifications 

Sphere -19.00~+16.75D（0.25D/0.50D/1.00D/3.00D steps）

Cylinder -6.00D~+6.00D  0.25D steps

Axis angle 0~180°（1°/5°steps） 

Pupil 

distance 

Distant range 52~80mm Close range 48~76mm 

0.5/1mm steps 

Rotary 

Prism 

0~20△（0.1△/0.5△/1△ steps） 

Cross 

Cylinder 

Lens 

±0.25D 

Retinoscope +1.50D(67cm)，+2.00D(50cm)

Auxiliary 

Lens 

PH, Binoculus （￠=1.0mm） 

RMV/RMH 

RL(Right eye)、GL（Left eye） 

Polaroid（Right eye 135°/45°），（Left eye 45°/135°） 

Prism（Right 3△BU ，6△BU），（Left 3△BD, 10△BI） 

Cross Cylinder Lens(±0.50D Axis=90°) 

PD Lens 

Phoropter 

size 

365mm×280mm×110mm  3.8kg 

Keyboard 

size 

230mm×195mm×190mm  1.2kg 

Power Box 236mm×126mm×115mm  2.1kg 

Power 

supply 

AC220V 50Hz or AC110V 60Hz，90W 
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